Designed and built by Peer Frank
span: 23.2 m
wing area: 16.9 m2

WING RIB

aspect ratio: 32

Airfoil: PF25

empty weight: 30.5 kg

Scale: 1:4

design speed: 8.6 m/s
design power: 225 W (pilot: 85kg = 85% of pilots aerobic power)
3mm DEPRON sheet

wing airfoil: PF25
stabiliser airfoil: Eppler 182

1/32" x 6mm plywood

rudder airfoil: PF9
prop airfoil: FX 60-100
prop diameter: 2.80 m
prop speed: 190 rpm
6mm Styrofoam SP rib

Rohacell 50 / carbon fibre TE

TAIL STRUTS (scale 1:5)
Aluminum fitting bonded to strut

Top bearing for fin
incorporated in stabiliser strut
60 x 12 mm CF foam struts
lashed to tail boom with
50mm carbon fibre tape

X

Velair

Pulleys mounted on fittings bonded to tail boom

50mm diameter plastic pulleys
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SECTION Y-Y

Wing Panel Joints

Tail Boom Construction
Aluminum fitting bonded on and lashed with Kevlar roving

25mm thick plywood ring

Aluminum fittings
transfer torque

Laminate construction of tail boom
Tail boom tapers from 115mm to 55mm ID
Hard 1/4" Balsa bulkhead

Centre/Mid panel joint (1/2 full size)

Inner layer: 200gsm carbon fabric at ±45°
Core: 5mm 50kg/m3 Airex foam
Outer layer: 200gsm carbon fabric at 0/90°
Top and bottom flanges 1 x 40mm wide UD strip

M6 bolt
500 mm

Sleeves lashed to TE with carbon fibre
3mm steel pin in 20mm long sleevs

Steel wire soldered to pin aids insersion and removal

Velair

and is taped to TE after assembly to retain pin

TE joint (half full size)

Sketch of Aluminum torque transfer fittings

Drive Shaft
Wing Spar Laminate
Laminate construction of inboard wing spar at CL
CIBA-GEIGY T800/M10 unidirectional carbon fibre pre preg
0.125mm cured ply thickness

Side view showing internal structure. Scale: 1:12.5

8 layers carbon at ±45° on a 84mm diameter mandral
17 60mm wide layers of carbon at 0°

Aluminum ring bonded to fuselage tube

Laminate construction of inboard wing spar 2.1m from CL

Styrofoam bearing spacer

6 layers carbon at ±45°
11 60mm wide layers of carbon at 0°

Carbon fibre drive shaft

Laminate construction of outboard wing spar
4 layers carbon at ±45° on a 60mm diameter mandral
9 32-48mm wide layers of carbon at 0°

30mm OD Aluminum tube
Aluminum stop

lashed to hub with CF roving

M12 nylon bolt and washer

Middle bearings: 55 x 30 x 10 plastic
machined to fit drive shaft
Front and rear bearings: 32 x 20 x 7 steel

VELAIR 89 Human Powered Aircraft

Laminate construction of drive shaft
Needle roller clutch 'freewheel'

6 layers of 0.14mm CPT pre preg at ± 45°

runs on 20mm hardened ground steel shaft

30mm internal diameter

5100

Scale in m - 1:25
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